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ABSTRACT
Detecting depression is a key public health challenge, as almost

12% of all disabilities can be attributed to depression. Computa-

tional models for depression detection must prove not only that

can they detect depression, but that they can do it early enough

for an intervention to be plausible. However, current evaluations

of depression detection are poor at measuring model latency. We

identify several issues with the currently popular ERDE metric, and

propose a latency-weighted F1 metric that addresses these concerns.

We then apply this evaluation to several models from the recent

eRisk 2017 shared task on depression detection, and show how our

proposed measure can better capture system differences.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In their Global Burden of Disease 2000 study, the World Health Or-

ganization estimated that depression is responsible for more than

four percent of the Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) lost and

will be the second leading cause of DALYs lost, behind ischaemic

heart disease, by 2020 if the trend continues [32]. Depression also

accounts for 11.9% of all years Lived with Disabilities (YLDs) - the

highest among all the mental and neurological conditions - with

nearly 350 million people suffering from it worldwide [31]. In 2000,

depression imposed an annual economic burden of 83 billion dollars

in the US - most of which was attributed to reduced productivity

and increased medical expenses [22]. Depression is also a major

cause of suicide: according to a study by Goodwin and Jamison

[10], 15-20% of all major depressive disorder patients take their

lives. This outcome is largely avoidable if there are proper inter-

ventions, and early detection of depression is the first step towards

these interventions. Most studies of early detection of depression

rely on diagnoses based on patients’ self-reported experiences and
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surveys [11]. The cost of these diagnoses is extremely high, and as

of 2009, 30% of world governments who provide primary health

care services do not have these programs [7].

The ubiquity of social media among the world population can

provide a solution to this problem. Studies have shown associations

between usage of social media and depression [23, 34]. Activities in

social media can be used as predictors for well-being [21] and social

participation [24]. But a key aspect of detecting depression in social

media is the speed of detection: the longer we wait to intervene,

the greater the risk of self harm. Hence, predicting depression early

in a user’s lifecycle is paramount. This argues for models that don’t

just look at one snapshot of a user’s activities, but instead track the

user’s activities over time. It also argues for evaluation metrics that

consider not only the precision and recall of detecting depressed

users, but also the speed of that detection.

The recent eRisk 2017 shared task on depression detection in

social media [16] introduced the early risk detection error (ERDE)

metric to incorporate speed of detection into model evaluation.

ERDE penalizes the score given to true positives (e.g., depressed

users that the system also identified as depressed) based on how

much of the data the system observed before making a prediction.

However, ERDE has several drawbacks, including that 4 different

meta-parameters, which have non-obvious consequences, must be

defined before its use, and that the slow-prediction penalty under-

penalizes fast systems while over-penalizing slow systems.

In this work, we make the following contributions:

(1) We introduce a new metric, latency-weighted F1 or F
latency

,

for measuring the quality and speed at which a model iden-

tifies whether a user is depressed given a series of their

social media posts, and show how it addresses some of the

drawbacks of ERDE.

(2) We propose a general approach for improving the latency

of detection models based on checking the consistency of a

model’s predictions over a risk window.

(3) We evaluate several differentmodels for depression detection

in social media using both ERDE and our proposed F
latency

,

and show how the latter results in a more interpretable eval-

uation.

2 RELATEDWORK
De Choudhury et al. [6] asked Amazon Mechanical Turk users to

take the CES-D depression screening test and provide their Twitter

handle. They then constructed support vector machine classifiers

to distinguish between depressed and non-depressed users. Their

models incorporated features such as posts per day, replies per day,

shared interactions with other users, use of emotion words from

the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lexicon, and use

of a list of depression-related words mined from Yahoo! Answers
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Mental Health. Their model achieved almost 70% accuracy, but was

not evaluated for the speed at which it could make a prediction.

Wang et al. [30] studied images posted in Flickr
1
to identify

self harm contents. They started with a set of posts tagged with

selfharm and selfinjury, collected tags that occur more frequently

with these two tags and then collected posts tagged with one or

more of these tags. They only selected those users with more than

five posts with these tags, and then manually examined whether the

user is tagged correctly as someone with history of self harm. They

used convolutional neural networks to classify images, and took

advantage of the image titles for a better prediction result. Their

best model achieved a 71 F1 score on the test set. This task was

mostly inclined towards identifying users with self harm history,

rather than users in risk of future self harm, and early detection

was not an issue with the task.

For the 2016 CLPsych shared task [20], the mental health fo-

rum ReachOut annotated a set of posts with how urgently they

needed moderator attention (red/amber/green). Systems competed

to take a post of interest and the user’s preceding history of posts,

and classify the post of interest as red, amber or green. The most

successful system in the shared task used various weightings of

n-grams: Mac et al. [18] used TF-IDF weightings of unigrams along

with post-level and sentence level embeddings using sent2vec [15],

whereas Malmasi et al. [19] went through lexical features like n-

grams ranging from 1 to 8 and syntactic features like parts of speech

tags and dependencies. Both of these works implemented ensemble

classification over sets of simpler classification models, and in both

cases the ensemble model came out as the best. While this shared

task considered prediction given a series of social media posts, it

did not attempt to evaluate the speed of detection.

Observational latency has been occasionally considered in fields

outside of social media analysis. For example, in the field of com-

puter vision, observational latency has been used as a parameter

to facilitate early detection of events [8, 12]. Hoai and De la Torre

[12] used the number of frames a model requires to detect a facial

expression as a parameter for the loss function of their prediction

model. Ellis et al. went in a similar direction[8], using Microsoft

Kinect data to detect human movement using the minimum num-

ber of frames possible. They showed how reducing the number of

frames below a certain threshold can adversely affect the accuracy

of the detection model.

The eRisk 2017 shared task [16] was the first work on depression

detection in social media that focused on how quickly models could

detect depressed users. The goal of the shared task was to identify

depressed Reddit users as early as possible using the contents they

have posted. The organizers searched for specific terms like "diag-

nosed with depression" to identify users who have been clinically

diagnosed with depression at certain point, and collected all of these

users’ contents (up to 2000). They also collected a control dataset

of random users who never mentioned a depression diagnosis in

their posts. For each user (either depressed or control), their posts

were divided into 10 chunks based on their posting time, where

chunk 1 contained the earliest 10% of the user’s posts and chunk

10 contained the last 10%. Submitted systems were evaluated on

their correctness (precision, recall and f-measure) as well as their

1
http://www.flickr.com

speed of detection (Early Risk Detection Error, ERDE, described in

detail in Section 3.1). Submitted models used a wide range of feature

extraction methods like n-grams, paragraph vectorization, external

knowledge source incorporation etc. The best performing model

used an ensemble over four word level n-gram logistic regression

models, with higher F-measure than models that implemented more

sophisticated techniques like recurrent neural networks.

The eRisk 2017 shared task was a great venue for encouraging

the research community to focus on both the speed and quality

of systems. However, as discussed in the next section, the ERDE

metric under-penalizes fast systems, over-penalizes slow systems,

and has a number of meta-parameters that are difficult to set. At

the same time, the systems that competed in eRisk 2017 all used

different model architectures and different feature sets, making

it difficult to understand which components of each system were

the biggest contributors to their performance. In the current paper,

we address both of these issues, introducing a simpler and more

interpretable measure for evaluating speed of detection, and ex-

amining various features and model architectures in comparable,

side-by-side evaluations.

3 EVALUATION METRICS
3.1 Early Risk Detection Error (ERDE)
Early Risk Detection Error (ERDE) [17] aims at assessing models

that take in a series of posts, and for each post, predict either ‘+’

(depressed), ‘-’ (not-depressed), or ‘?’ (wait), where wait means the

model wants to wait for more posts before making a prediction.

Models are allowed to predict either ‘+’ or ‘-’ for a user only a single

time, and as soon as one of these predictions is produced, the model

is finished and will not be allowed to look at any more posts from

that user. The goal of ERDE is to penalize models that abstain for a

long time before predicting a user as depressed.

Formally, ERDE is defined as:

ERDEo (U , sys) =
1

|U |
∑
u ∈U

uERDEo (u, sys)

uERDEo (u, sys) =


cf p if re f (u)=− ∧ sys(u)=+
cf n if re f (u)=+ ∧ sys(u)=−
ctp · lco (u, sys) if re f (u)=+ ∧ sys(u)=+
0 if re f (u)=− ∧ sys(u)=−

lco (u, sys) = 1 − 1

1 + et ime(sys,u)−o

whereU is the set of users, re f (u) is the reference label (‘+’ or ‘-’)
assigned to the user, sys(u) is the system’s earliest non-‘?’ predic-

tion, time(sys,u) is the time (i.e., number of posts observed) for that

earliest prediction, and where o, cf p , cf n , and ctp are parameters

of the model that must be set manually.

ERDE does penalize systems that take too long to make a pre-

diction, but since it relies on a standard sigmoid centered at o, the
transition between no penalty and 100% penalty is extreme. Figure 1

shows what the ERDEo penalty looks like for o = 5 and o = 50,

the two values of o used in the eRisk 2017 evaluation. With ERDE5,
even a perfect system that correctly classified every user after only

a single post would be penalized, since 1− 1

1+e1−5 > 0. With ERDE50,
there is essentially no penalty for a system that takes 45 posts to
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Figure 1: Plot of how the ERDE true-positive penalty in-
creases with the number of posts observed by the system,
for o = 5 (blue) and o = 50 (green)

predict depression, while a system that takes only 10 more posts

to predict depression (55 posts) gets essentially no credit at all. We

argue that such behavior is undesirable for a measure of speed of

detection when, as was the case for eRisk 2017, there is no clear

answer to the question “how many posts should it take to detect

depression?”

ERDE has several additional drawbacks. Beyond the o parameter

that we have just discussed, ERDE has 3 other parameters that must

bemanually set. In eRisk 2017, the organizers defined cf n = 1, cf p =
0.1296, and ctp = 1, but these values were set heuristically, and

it is not clear whether such values are appropriate or meaningful

for other types of early detection tasks. ERDE is also not easily

interpretable. The top system in eRisk 2017 achieved ERDE5 =
12.70%. Is that fast or slow? How many posts should one expect

such a system to take to predict depression? ERDE is unable to

answer such questions.

3.2 Latency and Latency-weighted F1
As an alternative to ERDE, we propose a simple, interpretable way

of measuring how long it takes a system to predict a depressed user.

We define the latency of a system to be the median number of posts

that the system observes before making a prediction on a depressed

user. Formally:

latency(U , sys) = median

u ∈U∧r ef (u)=+
time(sys,u)

where, as above,U is the set of users, re f (u) is the reference label
(‘+’ or ‘-’) assigned to the user, and time(sys,u) is the time in num-

ber of posts observed for the system’s earliest non-‘?’ prediction.

Latency directly answers our earlier question: how many posts

should one expect system sys to take to predict depression?

Latency, a measure of speed, should be coupled with measures

of accuracy, like precision and recall, to give a complete picture

of a system’s performance. To produce a single overall measure

that combines latency and accuracy, we introduce another metric

latency-weighted F1. We define latency-weighted F1, or F
latency

,

as the product of a model’s F1-measure (the harmonic mean of

precision and recall) and the median of a set of penalties in the
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Figure 2: Plot of how the latency penalty increases with the
number of posts observed by the system

range [0, 1), which are determined by the model’s time to predict

each user. The penalty is 0 if a prediction is made after exactly 1

post is observed, and approaches 1 as the number of observed posts

increases. Formally, we define:

P
latency

(u, sys) = −1 + 2

1 + e−p ·(t ime(u,sys)−1)

F
latency

(U , sys) = F1(U , sys) ·
(
1 − median

u ∈U∧r ef (u)=+
P
latency

(u, sys)
)

where F1(U , sys) is the F-measure of the system, defined in the

standard way:

precision(U , sys) = |u ∈ U : sys(u) = re f (u) = +|
|u ∈ U : sys(u) = +|

recall(U , sys) = |u ∈ U : sys(u) = re f (u) = +|
|u ∈ U : re f (u) = +|

F1(U , sys) =
2 · precision(U , sys) · recall(U , sys)
precision(U , sys) + recall(U , sys)

F
latency

has a single parameter that must be set, p, which defines

how quickly the penalty should increase. We suggest that p should

be set such that the latency penalty is 0.5 (i.e., 50%) at the median

number of posts of a user. With this approach, p can be determined

by fitting the Platency curve to two points: (0, 1) and (0.5, median-

posts). In the eRisk 2017 data, the median number of posts of a user

is 142, and fitting the Platency curve to (0, 1) and (0.5, 142) results in

p = 0.0078. Figure 2 shows a plot of the resulting penalty. We argue

that the shape of this penalty curve is much more appropriate than

ERDE for measuring the speed of depression detection: models that

predict correctly on the first post are unpenalized, and the penalty

gradually increases as the number of posts observed increases. (In

the early part of this curve, each post after the first that the model

observes applies roughly a 0.5% penalty to F-measure.)

We believe that latency and F
latency

improve over ERDE by (1)

being more interpretable, (2) having fewer parameters that must

be manually tuned, and (3) using a penalty that gradually increases

with the number of posts observed.
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4 MODELS
Neither the models nor the model predictions from eRisk 2017

are freely available, so we re-implement some of the common ap-

proaches applied to that task. This allows us not only to evaluate

the models with F
latency

, but also to set up head-to-head compar-

isons of feature, model architectures etc. This was not possible in

the shared task format because each system had its own feature set

and its own model architecture, so comparing across participating

systems could not reveal which sub-components were most crucial

for success on the task.

The two most popular approaches to the eRisk 2017 task of

predicting a user’s depression status from their posts before time t
were:

Non-sequential Treat each user as a bag of features, aggre-

gated across all of the user’s posts before time t . These bags
of features were typically fed to linear classifiers such as a

support vector machine or logistic regression [1, 25, 29].

Sequential Treat each user as a sequence of bags of features,

where each bag of features corresponds to a single post by

the user before time t . These sequences of bags of features
were typically fed to sequential classifiers such as recurrent

neural networks [9, 25, 29].

Some of the top models took advantage of ensemble approach,

where results of various other classifiers were used as an input to

an ensemble classifier [25, 29]. These ensembles provided better

performance than the individual models.

Popular features for such models in eRisk 2017 included:

Words Words from the posts, sometimes also including bi-

grams and trigrams of words [1, 29].

Depression words Words commonly associated with depres-

sion, extracted from external resources such as medical web-

pages [25].

Medical concepts Words associated with medical symptoms,

diseases, procedures, etc. extracted from external resources

like the UnifiedMedical Language System (UMLS) orWebMD.[25,

29]

In the following sections, we describe our implementation of such

models and features, following the descriptions of the task partici-

pants.

4.1 Non-sequential model
Our non-sequential model takes a feature vector summarizing all

the posts of a user before time t and tries to predict whether the

user is depressed or not. To aggregate post-level feature vectors into

a user-level feature vector, raw counts are converted into propor-

tions. For example, when using bag-of-words features, each feature

represents the proportion of time that one word in the vocabulary

appears the user’s posts. We feed the user-level feature vectors

to a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. Figure 3 shows the

architecture of this model.

We useWeka’s SVM implementation [33], with a polynomial ker-

nel, probability estimate outputs enabled, attribute normalization

enabled, complexity constant set to 1, tolerance parameter set to

0.001, and epsilon set to 1.0−12. We explored a few other parameter

values on the training data, but did not see any improvements.

Feature Feature vector length

Words 9930

Depression words (DepWords) 200

Depression embeddings (DepEmbed) 64

Medical concepts (Metamap) 404

Table 1: Summary of the features

4.2 Sequential model
Our sequential model takes a sequence of feature vectors, each

summarizing one of the posts of a user before time t , and tries to

predict whether the user is depressed or not. We use a recurrent

neural network model, in which post-level feature vectors are fed

into a layer of Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [4], the first GRU layer

is followed by a second GRU layer, and the last output of the second

GRU layer is fed through a sigmoid layer to produce a binary output.

Figure 4 shows the architecture of this model.

We use the Keras implementation of GRUs, with 128 GRU units

for all GRU layers. To avoid overfitting, dropout [26] with prob-

ability 0.3 was used on input to the the first GRU layer. We used

RMSProp optimization [27] on mini-batches of size 200, and fol-

lowed the standard recommendations to (1) tune the learning rate,

which we set to 0.002 based on preliminary experiments, and (2)

leave the other hyperparameter settings at their default values.

Each model is trained for at most 800 epochs, with training time

around two hours using two Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).

4.3 Features
The features we implemented, inspired by the participants in the

eRisk 2017 task, are briefly summarized in Table 1 and described in

detail below.

4.3.1 Word features. These are count-based features capturing

the number of times that words appeared in the text. We first

segmented each post into words using Stanford CoreNLP [28], and

replaced all numbers, URLs, subreddits, and punctuation marks

with placeholders. Then we gathered a vocabulary by analyzing the

entire dataset, counting the occurrences of each unique word, and

retaining as part of the vocabulary only words with frequencies

equal or greater to the median, 47. We ended up with 9930 features:

9926 unique words and 4 identifiers for numbers, URLs, subreddits

and punctuation marks.

4.3.2 Depression word features (DepWords). These are count-
based features capturing the number of times that unigrams and

bigrams commonly associated with depression, e.g., depressed or

anxiety, or my depression or panic attacks, appeared in the text. We

first collected two sets of texts, one representing language com-

monly used when talking about depression, and one representing

more general language. For the depression language, we drew the

most recent posts (not comments) in the “top” and “hot” section

of the depression subreddit, resulting in 1987 posts. Posts in this

subreddit are not necessarily posted by users who are depressed,

but are generally topically related to depression. For the general

language, we drew the most recent posts in the “top” and “hot”

section of the textventures subreddit, resulting in 1082 posts. Posts
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Figure 3: Architecture of the non-sequential model for predicting depression status from a user’s posts.

Input

Feature Vectors

Concatenated Vectors

GRU

GRU

Sigmoid

Output

post1 post2 post3 . . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

postN−1 postN

1

1 + e−x

Depressed or Not Depressed

Figure 4: Architecture of the sequential model for for predicting depression status from a user’s posts.

in this subreddit tell the beginning of a story (which commenters

further develop), and cover a wide range of topics. We then used

pointwise mutual information [5] to identify the top unigrams and

bigrams most associated with the Depression subreddit. We ended

up with 200 features: 100 top unigrams and 100 top bigrams.

4.3.3 Depression embedding features (DepEmbed). These are

numeric features from a recurrent neural network that was trained

to distinguish between depression-related language and other lan-

guage. The network treats an entire post as a sequence so that it can

capture linguistic phenomena that stretch over many words (e.g.,

I just hit rock-bottom), which cannot be captured by the previous

features that treat a post as a bag of n-grams. We use a recurrent

neural network in which the words in a post are fed into an embed-

ding layer (128 dimensions), a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

[13] recurrent layer combines this sequence of embedded words

into a dense vector (64 dimensions), and the result is fed through a

sigmoid layer to produce a binary output. The architecture is shown

in fig. 5. We train this model on the depression/textventures data

from the DepWords features, asking the model to classify whether a

post is from the depression subreddit or the textventures subreddit.

We use an Adam optimizer [14] for training and dropout [26] with

probability 0.15 to avoid overfitting. Once the model is trained, we

discard the sigmoid layer, run the model on the posts from the eRisk

2017 data, and use the dense vector produced by the LSTM layer as

the features. We thus ended up with 64 features: the 64 dimensions

of the model’s LSTM layer.

Input

Embedding

LSTM

Sigmoid

Output

word1 word2 . . .

. . .

. . .

wordN−1 wordN

1

1 + e−x

Depression or

Textventures

Figure 5: Architecture for training a model that can seman-
tically summarize the contents of a post as a dense vector.

4.3.4 Medical concept features (Metamap). These are count-

based features capturing the number of times concepts from the

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [3], e.g., “Depressed

mood” (C0344315), appeared in the text. We used the Metamap tool

[2] to extract such concepts in the form of Concept Unique Iden-

tifiers (CUIs). We restricted Metamap to SNOMEDCT-US and to

two semantic types: Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction and Clinical

Drugs
2
. We passed each post through Metamap and counted the

2
We included these restrictions because MetaMap produces a large number of spurious

concept matches in social media data (e.g., the pronoun I is identified as Iodine; see
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Flag raise Depression decision
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Risk Window

Flag raise Depression decision

User 2

Risk Window

Flag down Flag raise

Risk Window

Flag raise Depression decision

User 0 Observed post: 11

Observed post: 17

Observed post: 13

Risk Window Size: 10

Figure 6: Example of post-by-post depression prediction with a risk window of size 10. Each block represents 1 post: gray is
observed, orange is where the flag was raised, red is in the risk window, and white is unobserved. User 0 is an example where
there are fewer remaining posts than the risk window, and user 2 is an example of restarting after a broken streak.

number of times each CUI occurred in the post. We ended up with

404 features: the 404 CUIs that MetaMap identified at least once in

the eRisk 2017 training data.

5 PREDICTINGWITH RISK WINDOWS
In preliminary analysis of the models above, we found it was com-

mon for amodel tomake occasional mistakes. But recall that in early

depression prediction, the first “+” or “-” prediction is considered

final, so occasional mistakes will force a early detection model to

abort entirely, even if they have seen only a small number of posts

so far. This can have a significant impact on their performance.

We thus introduce a technique, which can apply generally to

any model, that trades off between latency and precision. If the

model makes a prediction that the user is depressed after post p
(we refer to this as raising the flag), we only confirm that prediction

if the model continues to make the same (depressed) prediction

for the next n posts (we refer to this as the risk window), or, if the
user has fewer than n posts remaining, continues to make the same

(depressed) prediction for all of their remaining posts. Figure 6

demonstrates the process with a risk window of size 10.

6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Data
All experiments were performed on the data published for the pi-

lot task Early Detection of Depression in CLEF eRisk 2017 [16].

The organizers collected this data from Reddit
3
, a social media and

news aggregation website. Two sets of users were collected from

Reddit: a depressed set and a non-depressed set. The depressed set

was identified by searching the depression subreddit for a set of

key phrases (e.g., diagnosed with depression), and then filtering the

also Appendix A). Moreover, we did not see any improvement using the 1000 most

common CUIs from any semantic type in preliminary experiments.

3
http://www.reddit.com

Train Test

Depressed Control Depressed Control

Subjects 83 403 52 349

Submissions 30,851 264,172 18706 217.665

Submissions/subject 371.7 655.5 359.7 623.7

Words/submission 27.6 21.3 26.9 22.5

Activity period (days) 573.23 627.17 608.8 623.7

Minutes between posts 920.99 994.08 1211.1 926.5

Table 2: Summary of the eRisk 2017 data

resulting users down to only those users for which the organizers

could confirm, via a manual examination of the posts, that the user

had explicitly declared that a physician had diagnosed them with

depression. The non-depressed set included both random redditors

from non-depression subreddits and random redditors who were

active on the depression subreddit but had reported no depression
4
.

For users from both sets, the organizers collected up to 2000 posts

and comments per user, anonymized redditor ids, and then pub-

lished the title, time and text of the posts. Their final collection

contained 531,453 submissions from 892 unique users, but they

released only part of this collection as a training dataset for the

shared task; statistics for that subset are shown in Table 2.

6.2 Model selection
Our two model architectures (non-sequential and sequential) and

four feature sets (Words, DepWords, DepEmbed, and MetaMap) can

be combined to create a large number of models. In this section,

we use five-fold cross-validations on the training data to explore

4
The organizers acknowledged the possibility of having a non-depressed person in

the depression group or vice versa, but suggested such events should be uncommon

and the effects negligible, and pointed out that other identification strategies like

questionnaires may suffer from this as well.
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Model Features Precision Recall F1
SVM Words 53.3 38.6 44.8

SVM DepWords 77.3 20.5 32.4

SVM DepWords+Metamap 49.0 30.1 37.3

SVM DepEmbed 69.4 30.1 42.0

SVM DepEmbed+DepWords 66.7 45.8 54.3

SVM DepEmbed+DepWords+Metamap 53.9 66.3 59.5

GRU Words 72.8 51.8 60.6

GRU DepWords 62.0 68.7 65.1

GRU DepWords+Metamap 67.0 75.9 71.2
GRU DepEmbed 65.8 60.2 62.9

GRU DepEmbed+DepWords 60.0 61.4 60.7

GRU DepEmbed+DepWords+Metamap 60.0 62.7 61.2

Table 3: Comparison of different models and feature sets in
five-fold cross-validations on the training set when consid-
ering the entire posting history (window=∞).

which model/feature combinations look most promising, so that

those can be evaluated on the test set. We focus for now on the

simpler setup where the model observes a user’s entire posting

history (window=∞), and is evaluated just in terms of precision

and recall.

Table 3 shows the cross-validation performance of a variety

of models on the training data. The best F1, 71.2, is achieved by

the sequential (GRU) model with depression words (DepWords)

and UMLS medical concept (MetaMap) features. Comparing across

types of models, the sequential models are the clear winners: even

the worst sequential (GRU) model had a higher F1 than the best

non-sequential (SVM) model (60.6 vs. 59.5). This finding is intuitive,

given that early detection is a sequential prediction problem. Com-

paring across types of features, adding medical concepts (MetaMap)

always improved F1, but the results for other types of features were
more mixed. Depression embeddings (DepEmbed) always improved

the non-sequential (SVM) models, but always hurt the sequential

(GRU) models. And using all words (Words) was better than just the

depression words (DepWords) for the non-sequential (SVM) model,

but the reverse was true for the sequential (GRU) model.

Looking across all the models, we selected two models for evalu-

ation on the test set: the best non-sequential (SVM) model (DepEm-

bed+DepWords+ Metamap) and the best sequential (GRU) model

(DepWords+Metamap). For each of these models, we apply a risk

window as described in Section 5, considering all possible risk win-

dows between 0 and the maximum number of posts, and optimizing

the window size to maximize cross-validation F
latency

on the train-

ing set. For the SVM model, an 11-post risk window yields the

highest F
latency

(67.1, with an F1 of 82.0), while for the GRU model,

a 23-post risk window yields the highest F
latency

(52.6, with an F1
of 65.7).

6.3 Evaluation
Table 4 evaluates the best models on the eRisk 2017 test set. For

contrast, we also show each model with a risk window of 0 (i.e., the

first ‘+’ or ‘-’ prediction is final) and a risk window of∞ (i.e., the

model always waits for all of a user’s posts and decides at the final

post).

Model Risk window ERDE5 ERDE50 F1 Latency F
latency

SVM 0 13.1 9.7 51.3 63.5 38.9

SVM 11 (best) 13.6 10.1 51.4 75 36.8

SVM ∞ 13.2 11.7 45.4 199 16.0

GRU 0 12.5 9.4 33.5 9 32.3

GRU 23 (best) 15.2 11.5 44.4 69.5 32.7

GRU ∞ 15.0 13.6 45.0 199 15.8

Table 4: Comparison of the top non-sequential and sequen-
tial models (SVM:DepEmbed+DepWords+Metamap and
GRU:DepWords+Metamap) on the test set. For contrast, the
same models are also shown with risk windows of 0 and ∞.

Comparing ERDE to F
latency

, we see that F
latency

is better at

discriminating between models. For example, the non-sequential

(SVM) and sequential (GRU) models with risk window 0 have given

very similar values for ERDE, with their ERDE5s differing by only

0.6 points and their ERDE50s differing by only 0.3 points. Yet these

two models have hugely different performance characteristics: the

GRU is extremely fast (latency 9) at a significant cost to accuracy

(F1 of 33.5), while the SVM is much more cautious (latency 63.5)

and much more accurate (F1 of 51.3). Table 4 also shows the chal-

lenge of setting the ERDE o parameter: with o = 5 as in eRisk

2017, ERDE can’t distinguish (only a 0.1 point difference) between

a non-sequential (SVM) model that sees a median of 63.5 posts

(window=0) and one that sees a median of 199 posts (window=∞),

despite the latter being much, much slower to make predictions.

We see these empirical results as a strong indication that F
latency

better captures the important evaluation characteristics of early

detection problems.

We found that the models with risk windows optimized on the

training set (SVM:window=11 and GRU:window=23) did not al-

ways outperform other simple choices of risk window (window=0

or window=∞) on the test set. While the 23-window GRU model

indeed outperformed the F
latency

of the other GRUs (GRU:0 and

GRU:∞), the 11-window SVM model did not have a better F
latency

than the 0-window SVM; the tiny improvement in F1 achieved by

SVM:11 over SVM:0 was outweighed by its larger jump in latency.

Despite the training set results where sequential models sub-

stantially out-performed non-sequential models, on the test set

the no-risk-window non-sequential (SVM) model outperformed all

sequential (GRU) models, in terms of both F
latency

and F1. But note
that on the training set, we compared systems with access to the

entire posting history (window=∞), and, as can be seen in Table 4,

the performance of the SVM model is much worse with such a

large risk window. Probably the simple way that the non-sequential

model aggregates feature vectors makes it easy to lose the signal of

a single depressed post in a sea of many non-depressed posts.

7 LIMITATIONS
First, while it would have been ideal to compare ERDE to F

latency
on

the actual systems submitted to eRisk 2017, since neither code nor

predictions were publicly available for any of the top systems, we

had to approximate such systems by exploring combinations of the

most common models and features in the task. We believe this still

results in a nice contribution, as themodels and features can bemore
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directly compared, but since our models are re-implementations,

their performance on the task may differ somewhat from the sys-

tems submitted to the task.

Second, during model selection we first selected model architec-

tures and feature sets under the maximal risk window, and then

searched over all possible risk window sizes to select the best model

in terms of F
latency

. This two-stage procedure was not ideal for our

non-sequential models, where it turned out that using no risk win-

dow, instead of the maximal one, resulted in the best models on

the test set. A better approach would be to optimize risk windows

simultaneously with feature sets and model architectures. There

are also probably further gains to be had by directly optimizing for

F
latency

(e.g., instead of accuracy) during model training.

Third, F
latency

combines F1 and latency under the assumption

that systems generally want to optimize F1. However different
applications may need to optimize different evaluation measures.

For example, if the goal is to have a human intervene when a risk of

depression is detected in a social media user, then probably a high

recall even at the expense of precision would be preferred, so that

the human would be able to intervene wherever possible. On the

other hand, if the goal is to have an automatic intervention when a

depression risk is detected, then probably a high precision is needed

so that the automatic intervention is only applied when the model

is very certain of the depression risk. Future work may need to

extend F
latency

to such scenarios, perhaps by including something

like Fβ ’s parameter for trading off between precision and recall.

Finally, F
latency

is a general metric, applicable to any problem

where systems must examine a sequence of items associated with

an object, and make a prediction about that object’s class as rapidly

as possible. However, in the current paper, we only explore F
latency

as applied to early detection of depression on social media. Future

work will need to investigate the utility of F
latency

on other kinds

of problems: detecting drug discontinuation, churn prediction, etc.

8 CONCLUSION
We introduced latency and F

latency
as evaluation metrics for early

detection tasks, and showed that the theoretical behavior of these

metrics is preferable to the current state-of-the-art, early risk detec-

tion error (ERDE). We replicated common models and features from

the eRisk 2017 shared task on early detection of depression in social

media, and showed empirically that our metrics are better than

ERDE at capturing important differences between models. We also

introduced the concept of risk windows for helping models find an

acceptable trade-off between precision and latency, and showed that

it successfully improves the performance of sequential prediction

models on the eRisk 2017 test set. We believe our proposed metrics

can be useful in the broad range of applications where models need

to make fast user-level predictions from a sequence of the user’s

social media interactions.
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A APPENDIX: METAMAP
Metamap tries to identify UMLS concepts within a text, but has

been designed primarily for biomedical use and not for social media.

Below is an example of MetaMap applied to the following post from

the depression subreddit:

Nobody really gives a shit how depressed you are as

long as you don’t kill yourself, but if you did then

they wonder why you didn’t ask for help. This is a

messed up world.

Running Metamap on this post will produce something like:

Nobody really [gives: preferred name=’Give - dos-

ing instruction imperative’, cui=’C1947971’, sem-

types=’[ftcn]’, trigger=’["Give - dosing instruc-

tion imperative"-tx-1-"gives"-verb-0]’] a shit how

[depressed: preferred name=’Depressedmood’, cui=’C0344315’,

semtypes=’[fndg]’, trigger=’["Depressed mood"-

tx-1-"depressed"-verb-0]’] you are as [long: pre-

ferred name=’Long’, cui=’C0205166’, semtypes=’[qlco]’,

trigger=’["Long"-tx-1-"long"-adv-0]’] as you don’t

[kill: preferred name=’Killing’, cui=’C0162388’, sem-

types=’[socb]’, trigger=’["Killing"-tx-1-"kill"-verb-

0]’] yourself, but if you did then they wonder why

you didn’t ask for [help: preferred name=’Assisted

(qalifier value)’, cui= ’C1269765’, semtypes=’[qlco]’,

trigger=’["Assi-sted (qalifier value)"-tx-1-"help"-

verb-0]’]. This is a messed up world.

Metamap finds trigger words (i.e. depressed) and then maps it to

a UMLS concept that has a preferred name (Depressed mood), a

Concept Unique Identifier or CUI (C0344315), a semantic type (fndg

or Finding) and some properties of the trigger itself.
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